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Your relationship with ocean;          How close?

 You might be familiar with ocean… 
 e.g.,  Most Kyushu Univ. Campuses are within 1km from the ocean.

 But not too close
 Probably, you have only a few times per a year to go on or in the sea

Then, What do you remind of the ocean?
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Undoubtedly, fish!?

 Love Fishing?
 You must know high/low tides

 Depends on Fisheries?
 Have you heard that the stable large meander 

of the Kuroshio could affect fish catches?

 Interested in Marine Biology?
 Biodiversity (SDGs # 14) 

 You could be interested in giant squids!
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Or, waves?

 Marine Sports
 Love surfing etc?

 Marine transports
 We need safe and economical ship routing

 Disaster prevention
 SDGs #11

 Coastal Revetment

 Storm surge / Tsunami

 Power generators
 SDGs #7

 Use ocean Waves, tides, winds, and 
currents
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Possibly, famous…

 Climate change
 SDGs #13

 Global warming
 Sea level rise

 Does the ocean absorb CO2?

 El Nino / La Nina

 Does El Nino cause Japanese 
cold summer or warm winter?
– Have you heard “El Nino Modoki”?

 Marine debris

Microplastics

 Undersea resources

Methane hydrate, etc.

 Water cycle

Water shortage and heavy 
rain damage

・・・And many others
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Characteristics of the ocean

 Wide & deep & far from people
 Difficult to access

 Abundant resources (and debris!)

 It looks “unused/undeveloped”
– also "unexplained“

 Large mass and heat

 Huge kinetic energy
– Movements of heavy water mass

 Waves, tsunamis, tides, etc.

 Carry a huge amount of thermal energy
– Due to large specific heat of sea water

 from the equator to poles by ocean current
– The ocean dominates climate change

 Linked with atmosphere & lands by 
water cycle

 Complex interactions
– Sea surface temp. (SST)  Updraft  Rain and winds 

 Ocean currents SST 

– Rain on lands  Nutrition transport  Plankton growth

– Rain on lands  Soil transport  Topographic changes 
(that affect tides)

 Multiple scales in time and space
– Light atmosphere spreads disturbances over a wide 

area in a short time.

– Heavy sea water moves slowly, but lasts longer

 Due to interactions, time and space scales have wide 
ranges

Example) SST off Peru affects the climate in Japan

It may take thousands of years by oceanic routes

”Teleconnection” via the atmosphere directly connects far 
areas
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Sustainable Developments of the ocean

 Temptation for developers and stakeholders
 Unused abundant resources sound very attractive

 No immediate problems would occur due to long temporal scales of the ocean
– However, unrepairable problems may occur at unexpected places after long periods!

 Important to have common understandings of the 
present state & variation characteristics of the ocean 
 Correctly understand the present status and temporal variations

 Share consistent future forecasts
– Stay on the safer side for unresolved and unpredictable issues

 UN Decade of Ocean Science (2021-2030)

 https://oceandecade.org/
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To understand variations of the ocean

 Ocean observations are 
the most important
 Even with super computers, full 

reproduction of the ocean and 
atmosphere is far beyond
 Not simple as “droplet distribution when 

coughing”
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Fundamental Ship Obs.

 Fundamentally, ship 
observations

 Voyage by Challenger（1872-76)

 Ship to an obs. site,
 Collect floating materials on the 

sea surface
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Fundamental Ship Obs.

 Fundamentally, ship 
observations

 Voyage by Challenger（1872-76)

 Ship to an obs. site,
 Collect floating materials on the 
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 Collect mud and stones on the 
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Fundamental Ship Obs.

 Fundamentally, ship 
observations

 Voyage by Challenger（1872-76)

 Ship to an obs. site,
 Collect floating materials on the 

sea surface
 Collect mud and stones on the 

seabed
 Collect biomass
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Fundamental Ship Obs.

 Fundamentally, ship 
observations

 Voyage by Challenger（1872-76)

 Ship to an obs. site,
 Collect floating materials on 

the sea surface

 Collect mud and stones on the 
seabed

 Collect biomass

 Taking water samples at each 
depth

– Lids close by on-board signals 

 For chemical analysis

 with measuring vertical profiles of 
the temperature and salinity
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But, ships are too slow

 About 30 km/h even for a 
large research vessel
 Shipping to Hawaii = Crossing the 

African Continent with a 50cc  motorbike.

 Need to stay in a ship for a month
– Some vessels have gyms and haircut 

services

 Time elapses just by moving 
to another station
 Short-term phenomena cannot be 

captured
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Mooring observations

 Sink sensors for a certain period of time
 Able to record small time fluctuations

 However, limited to quantities that can be electronically 
recorded, such as images and densities
– Not suitable for collection of biomass or mud
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Mooring observations

 Sink sensors for a certain period of time
 Able to record small time fluctuations

 However, limited to quantities that can be electronically 
recorded, such as images and densities
– Not suitable for collection of biomass or mud

 If safely recoverd,
 Biofouling and rust
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Risks of Mooring obs

 Water pressure of 200-600 atm

 Thick glass balls could be explosively crushed
 Lose buoyancy to raise the moored system

 Flood due to a small scratch on a rubber ring
 Loss of instruments and data

 Mooring is expensive and risky

 Multi-point deployments are practically 
difficult
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Known salinity distribution at 1000-m depth

 Observations from 19th Century reveal ;  Salty water spreads from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic Ocean

 Waters in the Southern Ocean and the North Pacific are less salty



Actual number of these observations

 In most areas, only a few observations have been conducted in 300 years

http://www.argo.ucsd.edu/about/observing-system/



We need new Obs. System!

 Locations and periods are limited in conventional 
observations (ships and mooring)
 We need a system that can frequently observe a wider area

 Remote sensing from satellites(1980s～)
 Measures reflections and radiations of electromagnetic waves from space 

(Indirect observation)

 Automatic observations by Argo float(2000s～)
 Float that can automatically moves up and down
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Sat. Remote Sensing

 Associate various physical amounts with radiation and reflection of electromagnetic 
waves at the surface of the sea
 Sea surface temperature, ocean color, sea winds, sea surface height etc.
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Sat. Remote Sensing

 Associate various physical amounts with radiation and reflection of electromagnetic 
waves at the surface of the sea
 Sea surface temperature, ocean color, sea winds, sea surface height etc.

 No need to sail
 Able to observe in bad weather conditions

 Typhoon winds with rainfall area
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Sat. Remote Sensing

 Associate various physical amounts with radiation and reflection of electromagnetic 
waves at the surface of the sea
 Sea surface temperature, ocean color, sea winds, sea surface height etc.

 No need to sail
 Able to observe in bad weather conditions

 Typhoon winds with rainfall area

 Able to observe wide area quickly and repeatedly
 Continuous observation by geostationary satellites
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 Distribution of Phytoplankton by Sattelite

 Many inside the Kuroshio current



Sat. Remote Sensing

 Associate various physical amounts with radiation and reflection of electromagnetic 
waves at the surface of the sea
 Sea surface temperature, ocean color, sea winds, sea surface height etc.

 No need to sail
 Able to observe in bad weather conditions

 Typhoon winds with rainfall area

 Able to observe wide area quickly and repeatedly
 Continuous observation by geostationary satellites

 However, details are difficult to resolve since observed from a far distance,

 Moreover, information is limited only near the sea surface because radio waves do 
not penetrate seawater
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Sat. Rem. Sens.
 Associate various amounts with the radiation and reflection of 

electromagnetic waves on the surface of the sea
 Sea surface temperature, sea color, sea wind, sea level altitude, etc.

 Because it is not direct observation;
 Can be observed even in bad weather

 Typhoon wind speed field and rainfall area

 Can cover a wide area repeatedly at high speed

 Continuous observation by geostationary satellites is also possible
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Argo floats

 Piston inside the float
 Adjust the density by changing its volume

 Sink to the depth of the same seawater density
- No propulsion power is necessary for descent/ascent

 Automatically moves between the sea 
surface and  2000m depth
 Repeat vertical observations

 Send data through satellite communication

 However, no  force to control locations
 Can't choose locations like ship observations

 After dropped from the ship, let it move by ocean currents

©JAMSTEC



Argo 
Observations

 Exceed the number of ship observations in 9 years; No holes any more
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Remaining less-obs areas

 Polar region

 When covered by ice
 Satellites can not see beneath

 Floats can not transmit 
communication signals

 Deep sea

 Invisible from satellites

 The pressure resistance of Argo is 
up to 2000m
 “Deep Argos” have been developed, 

but expensive to through

 Increased risk of grounding

 Coastal area

 Not suitable for Argo floats
 Grounding due to shallow depth

 Lost due to fishing activities

 Can be observed by satellite, 
but insufficient

 Scales of variations are smaller in shallow 
seas

– Continuous observation by geostationary 
satellites, but the spatial resolution is 
coarse

– Closer orbiting satellites have higher 
spatial resolutions, but the observation 
time intervals are longer 28



Although coastal areas are easier to access?

 Coastal areas are close to lands and easy to access 
by ships
 Unfitted time/space scales

 Too small to be captured by satellites

 Too big to be tracked by ships

 Even if you can observe it ...
 Many countries keep oceanographic data in their territorial waters 

private
 We should share value-added data, which are easier for local people to 

observe and publish
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e.g. Multicopters
 Combined observations of ship & 

multicopters
 Ideal to solve scale problems

 Value-added data with novelty

 Relatively inexpensive system
 Easy to introduce

 Can be replaced even if broken

 Simultaneous observations are possible

 Recent significant improvements in aircraft 
performance
 Flight distance, duration, stability, flight 

programming, etc.

 Select appropriate sensors and aircrafts, according to obs. targets
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Summary

 The ocean is involved in many 
matters

 Huge amount of heat and kinetic energy
 Abundant resources

 Promising “frontier”

 Multiple scales in time and space
 No instantaneous results

 Consistent forecasts are required
 Its effects may appear at a distant time 

and place

 Sharing correct understanding 
of the ocean is important
 Present status and temporal changes

 Observational understanding of 
the ocean
 Basically, ships and mooring systems

 New systems have greatly improved our 
understanding
 Short-term repeated global observations by 

satellite remote sensing

 High-frequency observations by Argo floats

 Coastal areas remain unclear
 Variations are small and move fast

 Oceanographic data in territorial waters are 
often private

 Need for international networks that share 
value-added data with local researchers 
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